
KFC MALAYSIA COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

KFC is among the renowned fast food restaurants that have been in the industry for quite a significant duration.
Ordinarily, Kentucky Fried Chicken specializes in serving fried chicken but has since added other chicken products, soft
drinks, and fries on its menu. McDonaldâ€™s is.

The QSR brands sheriah council strictly oversees all their products to pass the halal procedures and
requirements before they are provided the halal certificate and JAKIM Logo. Outlets : outlets in Malaysia
Strength : First pizza restaurant chain in Malaysia, promoting new pizza products with unique and distinctive
flavor, taste, style and appeal. KFC also maintain the minimum requirement temperature level when cooking
their meal as recommended by WHO world health organization to avoid contamination and retention of
nutrient. Popeyes opened its th restaurant, putting the brand on equal footing with national competitors. This is
made up of Kenny's famous home-made muffins, jacket potatoes, vegetable salads, pasta, soups, desserts and
beverages served in a friendly and comfortable environment. Halal policy KFC products fully complies the
Islamic law. Great tasting chicken has become synonymous with KFC. The first restaurant was located at
Overhead Bridge Sg. KFC has been franchising since , with more than 5, restaurants in the U. Pizza Hut
Malaysia's success has been due to imaginative and innovative thinking in continuously developing, marketing
and promoting new pizza products with unique and distinctive flavor, taste, style and appeal. Their Popeyes
menu items come with a special flare of Southern style preparation and cooking all their own. Outlets : outlets
in Malaysia Strength : McDonald's has successfully rolled out new items like coffees, smoothies, and burgers,
expanding the range of menu choices. Mahathir Mohamad. There are currently, 3 franchise holders in
Malaysia. Burger King serves a lot of burgers that is typically not available in other fast food restaurant.
Berjaya Roasters M Sdn. Original Recipe fried chicken, which is made with the secret blend of 11 herbs and
spices. Popeyes also serves its famous signature Bonafide chicken marinated in Louisiana Seasonings,
hand-battered and made fresh, in which patrons get to choose between Mild or Spicy. Outlets : 22 outlets in
Malaysia Strength : Brand internationally founded on customers' preference for Burger King flame-grilled
burgers and the company's commitment to quality, innovation and differentiation. Other than that, McDonald's
has rolled out new items like coffees, smoothies and burgers, expanding the range of menu choices. Less Salt.
KFC Malaysia started an integrated poultry system complete with breeder, hatchery and broiler farming to
improve efficiency, stable source of high quality chicken and cost efficiency which the cost advantage is
passed to the final customer. It was officiated by our former Prime Minister i. KFC is famous for its Original
Recipe fried chicken, which is made with the secret blend of 11 herbs and spices. For example new variety of
choice and increase the target market for Mamak and Rasamas restaurant are opened every example the old
people. Featuring a delicious mix of nutritious Italian-American cuisine that includes the world's favourite pan
pizza and other delectable dishes, Pizza Hut offers a cosy, friendly ambience in which to relax, unwind and
have a great time with family or friends.


